Introduction
The three-field canonical functional of linear elastostatics, herein abbreviated to C3FLE, is identified as the Hu-Washizu functional in the mechanics literature. In this functional the three interior fields: displacements, stresses and strains, are independently varied. The attribution is supported by two independent publications that appeared concurrently, on March 1955 (Hu, 1955; Washizu, 1955) . A four-field generalization, in which surface tractions are independently varied, will be called C4FLE.
An expository article (actually a book chapter) by Fraeijs de Veubeke (1965) is often cited as one of the early classics in the finite element literature. That article contains the first enunciation of the "limitation principle," which has since served as guide in the construction of mixed elements. His exposition of variational methods starts from the C4FLE functional, which he calls "the general variational principle." However, it does not reference Hu and Washizu as its source but an earlier technical report, written in French (de Veubeke, 1951 ). This appears as the third reference in the 1965 article.
A subsequent journal paper on variational principles: de Veubeke (1974), is slightly more explicit. It begins: "There is a functional that generates all the equations of linear elasticity theory in the form of variational derivatives and natural boundary conditions. Its original construction 12 followed the method proposed by Friedrichs ..." The reference number points to that report.
These references motivated the writer to investigate whether de Veubeke had indeed constructed that functional in the 1951 report. That would confer him priority over Hu and Washizu, although of course these two papers were more influential in subsequent work. The writer was able to procure an archived copy thanks to Professors Beckers and Geradin of the University of Liège, where de Veubeke was a professor of Aeronautical Engineering from the early 1950s until his untimely death in 1977.
Construction of the C4FLE Functional
As discussed below, in the 1951 report de Veubeke constructs not simply the canonical three-field principle, but the four-field generalization C4FLE. Consequently his priority is established unless an earlier publication can be found. The functional, however, appears as an intermediate result on the road from the Total Potential Energy (TPE) to the Total Complementary Energy (TCE) principle. The path also traverses a pair of two-field functionals, one being a generalization of the Hellinger-Reissner (HR) functional published the previous year by Reissner (1950) . The full sequence can be sketched as
The report does not call special attention to C4FLE, as well as to the strain-displacement functional that appears there for the first time. The bulk of the material is indeed devoted to the study of energy-based approximation methods for the analysis of monocoque wing structures, rather than to the derivation of new functionals. Its title, technology focus and target audience (structural engineers) are likely responsible for subsequent neglect. This is reinforced by its limited dissemination and the fact that the material was apparently not submitted to an archival journal.
De Veubeke uses the full-component notational form popularized by Timoshenko and others, which was then common in continuum mechanics. For historical accuracy this will be followed below until equation (10), at which point it is changed to modern indicial notation for compactness. The equations taken from the report have been sequentially renumbered.
The report comprises three Chapters. The last two, which deal with the title application, are of no concern here. Chapter I begins by summarizing the field equations of linear elastostatics for a 3D body of volume V of surface S. The fields in V are displacements u, v, w, body forcesX ,Ȳ ,Z , infinitesimal strains x , γ xy , . . . , z and stresses σ x , τ xy , . . . , σ z . The surface S is divided into S 1 , on which tractions p x ,p y ,p z are known, and S 2 , on which displacementsū,v,w are prescribed. The direction cosines of the exterior normal to S are denoted by l, m, n.
As starting point for the variational developments (Chapter I, page 6) de Veubeke exhibits the TPE principle:
Here W is the internal energy density in terms of displacements, whose first variation is
and P V and P S are potentials of the body (volume) forces and surface tractions, respectively:
De Veubeke presents the well known Euler equations of the TPE principle. Next (on page 8) he recasts the internal energy density in terms of strains: W = W ( ) so that the variation becomes
Following that he states that to free ('libérer') strains from the strain-displacement constraints and the boundary displacements from the prescribed displacement constraints, one must add to the expressions to be varied the volume term
in which (T x x , T xy , . . .) are Lagrange multipliers in V , as well as the surface term
in which (α x , α y , α z ) are multipliers on S 2 . The displacements in (7) are marked by a prime to emphasize that the variations of the strains have become independent of the displacement gradients.
De Veubeke states on page 9 that this expanded functional is subject to 18 independent variations: three displacements, six strains, six T multipliers and three α multipliers. He had noted earlier (on page 8) that variations with respect to the strains in V give as Euler equations
whereas variations with respect to the displacements on S 2 give as Euler equations
Hence the T multipliers form a stress system whereas the α multipliers form a system of surface tractions. De Veubeke denotes these as σ and p in later publications, such as the cited 1965 article.
Except for P V and P S , de Veubeke does not define global symbols to identify his integrals. For conveniency we remedy that omission by calling U = V W ( ) dV and identifying (7) and (8) by D V and D S , respectively, where D stands for the term "dislocation potential" now in vogue. We can thereby collect all the pieces into one compact expression:
The expression in brackets is the C4FLE functional, which in indicial notation can be compactly presented as
in which u (i, j) denotes the symmetric gradient of the displacement field. The three-field standard form C3FLE is obtained by setting t i = σ i j n j on S 2 a priori. A variant of C3FLE involving stress derivatives, displayed for example in Gurtin (1983), follows from integration by parts.
A Strain-Displacement Functional
Continuing along the path (1), de Veubeke replaces the multipliers in (7) and (8) by (9) and (10), respectively, and exhibits on page 9 a two-field functional in which strains and displacements are primary variables. His full form expression is fairly long. In indicial notation it becomes
in which for linear elasticity ∂ W/∂ i j is understood to be E i jk k . Now (13) is the stress-strain dual of Hellinger-Reissner (HR) but has escaped a name.
In an expository article (Felippa, 1994) , the writer called it "Strain-Displacement Reissner" following Oden and Reddy (1982) , who labeled it a Reissner functional when constructed as a member of a canonical set of elasticity functionals (Oden and Reddy, 1974) . However, in a 1995 letter to the writer, Professor Reissner indicated that he had not considered that form. This functional has had little use in mechanics until assumed-strain finite elements began appearing in the 1980s.
Again de Veubeke uses (13) only as an intermediate result. He applies a Friedrichs-style Legendre transformation to it and arrives on page 10 at a generalized form of the Hellinger-Reissner (HR) functional. He remarks that it had been published by Reissner (1950) but that the rederived form is slightly more general in that it includes body forces as well as prescribed nonzero displacements.
The remainder of Chapter I (pages 11 to 18) is devoted to the derivation of the TCE functional from HR, and the energy theorems of Castigliano and Menabrea. Even for this better known material de Veubeke displays a mastery of variational techniques unusual for the times. For example, several textbooks still thoughtlessly lift Castigliano's second theorem u i = ∂U (σ )/∂ F i from trusses and frameworks to 3D solids. This is nonsense because the displacement under a concentrated load is infinite. He carefully regularizes the singular energy integral before stating the theorem.
Conclusions
The 1951 report provides concrete evidence that de Veubeke preceded both Hu and Washizu in the publication of the C4FLE functional. Furthermore he appears to have been the first to construct a strain-displacement dual of the HR functional. Hence it seems fair to propose:
1. That the canonical functional (12) be identified as the De Veubeke-Hu-Washizu functional.
2. That the hitherto unnamed strain displacement functional (13) be named after de Veubeke. This functional appears to have been constructed independently more than 20 years later by Oden and Reddy (1974) .
Some historical questions remain, perhaps as curiosities for future science historians.
De Veubeke was a visiting professor at MIT during 1952, the year following publication of the report examined here. Washizu's publication is an MIT report dated March 1955. Professor Pian (private communication) has indicated to the writer that direct or indirect influence is unlikely, since de Veubeke was only a summer visitor.
The writer has not seen Washizu's 1955 report. However, in an early edition of his well known monograph (Washizu, 1968 ) the derivation of the C4FLE functional on pages 31-34 closely follows de Veubeke's, as readers may verify. The similarity of Hu's and Washizu's paper titles is also puzzling.
De Veubeke does not reference Hu or Washizu in any of the papers reprinted in the Memorial Volume (Geradin, 1980) . He acknowledges Friedrichs, Courant and Hilbert, Prager, Reissner and Pian. On the other hand, he does not explicitly claim priority for the results discussed here. Perhaps he felt that the derivation of new functionals was not the focus of the 1951 report. And indeed it was not. The tour of five variational principles takes 8 pages out of 56. In contrast, the titles of the contributions of Hu and Washizu expressly state that to be the main objective. The writer's opinion is that de Veubeke's personality would militate against engaging in controversy. An aristocrat by birth and gentleman by nature, he never displayed greed for priority and recognition.
